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•

Exceptionally, Dr I had been allowed to purchase Added Years despite not being
in the relevant section of the Scheme to do so. However, Dr I could not now
reverse his decision to move from the 1995 Section.

•

The refund of the excess Arrears could be used to pay off part of Dr I’s borrowing
or used to purchase Additional Pension in the Scheme.

•

He would not have moved to the 2008 Section but for the delays in dealing with
his Added Years application in 2007.

•

He had to re-mortgage his home to be able to pay the Arrears.

•

There was a significant difference between failing to mention that the contract was
intended to end in 2012 and billing someone £56,498.55 in 2016, four years after
the Added Years option should have come to an end.

•

The decision to move from the 1995 Section to the 2008 Section could not be
reversed and there was no discretion in this area.

•

If Dr I was interested in purchasing Added Years, it was counterintuitive for him to
move across to the 2008 Section in 2012, as any Added Years purchase would be
terminated on transfer.

•

In 2016, Dr I was given the wrong information about the amount of Added Years
he could purchase. Dr I had paid a considerable amount of money on a void
Added Years purchase, and it apologised for the distress and inconvenience
caused.

•

In view of the errors, it was prepared to allow him to purchase Additional Pension
on the terms he would have been offered in February 2016, which were more
beneficial than currently available.

•

If Dr I was eager to maximise his pension, then he should have acted following the
earlier enquiries about Added Years in 1999 and 2004.

•

Dr I had been allowed to make an invalid purchase of Added Years, but he could
not now retract his decision to move to the 2008 Section.

•

NHS BSA was prepared to allow him to back date the purchase of Additional
Pension from 8 May 2012 (the date he moved to the 2008 Section). Based
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•

Dr I could use £29,196.47, from the excess of the Arrears, to secure an additional
annual pension of £2,713.43 for himself, or to secure an increase to his
dependant’s pension with an increase of £2,416.93 to his pension.

•

The offer to purchase Additional Pension as at 2012 was on more preferential
terms than the cost of purchasing the Additional Pension now.

•

If Dr I chose to receive a return of the excess Arrears instead of the Additional
Pension, he would receive the net amount. The tax deduction would be based on
his earnings in the tax year the return took place.

Adjudicator’s Opinion

Dr I did not accept the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was passed to me to
consider. Dr I provided his further comments which do not change the outcome.
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Dr I said:•

On 1 April 2015, he transitioned to the CARE Section of the Scheme however,
following the McCloud court ruling, which found the transitional arrangements in
Public Sector pension schemes to be age discriminatory, it is possible there will
be a reversion for all such scheme members.

•

He had not been able to purchase Added Years in the 1995 Section, the best
means for him to improve his benefits was to move to the 2008 Section, as this
offered a better accrual rate albeit hand in hand with a later retirement age.
However, had the Added Years option remained open to him, he would not have
moved to the 2008 Section.

•

Following the decision to move to the 2008 Section, NHS BSA exercised its
discretion when allowing him to purchase the Added Years after the deadline. It
again exercised discretion when allowing him to purchase Additional Pension
under preferential terms from an earlier date. With all the flexibility and discretion
that NHS BSA has previously shown, it should now allow him to purchase the full
Added Years within the 1995 Section.

NHS BSA said:The recent McCloud court ruling is not relevant as any reversal would provide Dr I
with membership of the 2008 Section and Added Years can only be purchased by
members of the 1995 Section.
NHS BSA repeatedly highlighted to Dr I that he could purchase Added Years, but
no reasonable explanation has been provided for why Dr I did not take up the
earlier opportunities, in 1999 and 2004, to purchase Added Years.
Dr I was incorrect when he stated that NHS BSA had used its discretion to allow
him to purchase the 6 years 29 days Added Years, as it cannot provide discretion
if there are no supporting Regulations. Under the 2008 Section Regulations, it is
permissible for an extension to be provided regarding the Choice decision, but
only where it is believed a member may not have been in receipt of all material
facts. However, Dr I was aware he could purchase Added Years but did not make
the application to purchase in time.
I agree with the Adjudicator’s Opinion and I do not consider the McCloud judgment
has a bearing on this complaint. Therefore, I will only respond to the main points
made by Dr I for completeness.

Ombudsman’s decision
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Directions

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
23 June 2020
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